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Abstract: If NMR shift data of molecular complex equilibria A + D «=* AD, where D is aromatic, are used to determine the 
equilibrium quotient K from an A signal under conditions of excess of D, it is necessary to take into account the additional un
specific shielding (AUS) by unsuccessful collisions between A and D molecules. This AUS influences the chemical shifts of 
both free A and complexed A (i.e., AD), both shifts being functions of D concentration. In all methods of K evaluation one has 
to consider that the chemical shifts of both species are not constant for solutions of different D concentrations. Therefore, one 
of the best methods, the Scatchard-Foster-Fyfe treatment, may yield curved and nonparallel (i.e., nucleus dependent) slopes 
which should be equal to— K according to theory. By assuming a linear dependence of AUS, Ai[Do]/ for A and 02 [Do]; for AD, 
a modified Scatchard equation is developed and discussed. On the basis of this equation a proposal is made to overcome the me
thodical problem of AUS. 

There has been much discussion and controversy about 
the correct performance and evaluation of NMR shift exper
iments designed for the determination of molecular complex 
parameters, especially of the equilibrium quotient for 1:1 
complexes. The main problems are (1) the choice of the ref
erence signal (internal or external) and the choice of the con
centration range3 and of the concentration units,2 and (2) re
sults, which do not coincide with results derived from other 
methods or which are inconsistent in themselves. As far as the 
last problem is concerned, sometimes the Scatchard plots are 
not parallel for different nuclei of one partner of the investi
gated complex equilibrium, or the Scatchard plots are not 
linear. Explanations for such irregular results have been put 
forward among others on the basis of activity effects or by 
assuming the presence of termolecular (or even higher mo
lecular) complexes.3'4 We now wish to show a new aspect of 
these problems, which to our knowledge has been overlooked 
up to now. 

We may consider an equilibrium 

A + D ^ A D (1) 

investigated by measuring the shift <5, of acceptor A as a 
function of total donor concentration [Do],- in a number of 
different A- and D-containing solutions. The index / refers to 
the solution /. Usually the total acceptor concentration [Ao] 
is held constant. 

We can analyze and interpret the observed chemical shifts 
according to different known methods.2a-5 One of the most 
reliable and most often used methods is based on the equation 
of Scatchard or Foster and Fyfe,2a'5 respectively: 

A,-/[Do],- = -KAi + tf A A D (2) 

Here A,- is the observed shift (weighted mean of the shifts of 
complexed and free acceptor) relative to the resonance of the 
free acceptor (measured in a solution containing no D): 

A,- = <5A - 5,- (3a) 

and A A D is defined correspondingly as the relative shift of the 
pure complex: 

A A D = <5A - 5A D (3b) 

K is the equilibrium quotient. 
We shall confine our considerations to the frequent case of 

a planar acceptor molecule A which complexes with an aro
matic donor D in a fast equilibrium forming a face-to-face 
complex; i.e., the molecular planes of A and D will be (at least 

approximately) parallel in the complex AD. Now, for the sake 
of simplicity, let us suppose we have an ideal reference signal, 
which will not suffer from additional shielding when the donor 
D is added (in practice, e.g., an external reference with cor
rections for the susceptibility variations). Here, as well as in 
other cases, the Foster-Fyfe or Scatchard equation (2) requires 
the values of 5A and (5AD to remain constant in the presence of 
donor, even in the presence of a large excess of donor, which 
is the usual experimental condition. However, the acceptor A 
will not only undergo face-to-face collisions with the aromatic 
donor which will yield the stack-formed complex, but also such 
collisions which cannot yield the complex on account of un
favorable topographic arrangement of the colliding molecules. 
In other words, there are successful collisions and unsuccessful 
ones, if one considers the complex-yielding collisions as suc
cessful. This means that the acceptor in the free state A as well 
as in the complexed form AD will suffer additional unspecific 
shielding (AUS) as a net result of these unsuccessful colli
sions.6 This AUS is related to aromatic solvent induced shift 
(ASIS). The size of this AUS is a function of the donor con
centration [D],-. At least in the case of a weak complex we may 
substitute the total donor concentration [Do],- for the con
centration [D],- of the free donor (probably the mean between 
[D],- and [Do],- would be correct) so that the shifts of free ac
ceptor and complex varying under the influence of AUS can 
be expressed (see Figure 1) by 

5A,; = 5A ,o-/1([D0],-) (4a) 

S A D , / = 5AD.O- /2 ( [D 0 ] / ) (4b) 

where the index 0 in connection with a shift quantity refers to 
the condition [D],- = [Do],- = 0 (i.e., no AUS). The following 
definitions then are trivial (see Figure 2): 

AAD,OO = <5A,O — <5AD,O (5) 

AAD,« = <5A,; ~ 5 AD,; = AAD,oo -/1([D0],-) +/2([D0] , ) (6) 

According to the concept of AUS, each A,- determined in the 
usual manner is an apparent one, and we have to introduce 
instead of it 

A,-,- = 5A,,- - 5,- (7) 

and 

Ao; = 5 A ,o -5 , -= / , ( [Do] , ) + A,-,- (8) 

The variable Ao,- (the former A,) is in fact that one which is 
used for the construction of the Scatchard plot or the corre-
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Figure 1. Effects of AUS. Real and apparent mean shift A, of a solution 
containing A, AD, and D. 
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Figure 2. Linear dependence of AUS and representation of A,,-, Ao,, 
AAD.OO, and AAD.,V. 

sponding plots needed for the other methods of evaluation of 
K from the shift data. But, like A,- in the known Scatchard-
Foster-Fyfe treatment, only A,v is related directly to the rel
ative complex concentration (or saturation fraction3) by 

A - [ A D ] ' A 
[A0] 

(9) 

so that we may transform the usual Scatchard-Foster-Fyfe 
equation (2) into 

[D0], 
• = -ATA17 + KAADJi (10) 

A0,--/i([D0],) 
[Do], 

= -^)A0 / -/,([Do],)} 

+ .KjAAD.oo - / . ( [ D O ] / ) +/2([Z)0],)) 
= - K { A O , - / 2 ( [ D O ] / ) } + *AAD,UO 

•K), _ 

[D0]/ 
-Ar{A0l--/2([D0]/)} + A- iAD.OO + 

/ I ( [DQ] , ) 

AT[D0], 

(H) 

Here the usual approximation [D]1- « [Do], is included. 
As a first approximation we may expect a linear dependence 

on [Do],- of AUS (see Figure 2): 

(12a) 

(12b) 

/ i ( [ D 0 ] , ) * fli [D0],• 

M[DoW^a2[D0]I 

With this approximation the modified Scatchard equation (11) 
changes to 

A0,/[D0], = -AT(A01- O2[D0],) 
+ AT(AAD,00+(a,/A:)) (13) 

This modified Scatchard equation, which takes into account 

Figure 3. Theoretical Scatchard plots for different values of ai, constructed 
from the following parameters: K = 1 L/mol; AAD.OO = 8 Hz; a\ = 7 
Hz-L/mol; a2 from top to bottom +7, +5, +3, +1, 0. - 1 , - 3 , - 5 , - 7 
Hz-L/mol. 

20] 

Figure 4. Theoretical plots Ao, vs. [Do],, each one constructed from the 
corresponding Scatchard plot of Figure 3. 

the AUS, reveals some interesting consequences and the need 
for a reinvestigation of possibly a number of published complex 
parameters (compare Figure 3): 

( I ) A linear Scatchard plot and a correct value for K can 
be expected only if C2 = 0, i.e., if for the acceptor in the com-
plexed form no AUS is at work. 

(2) If a-i > 0, the usual Scatchard plot must be curved up
wards and any direct Scatchard (or other treatment) of the 
experimental data must yield a K value which is too small. If 
the original shift data have been referred to the signal of an 
internal reference substance and if the AUS effect on this 
reference substance is stronger than the AUS effect on the 
acceptor A (more precisely, on the particular nucleus the shift 
of which is observed), a2 will be negative and the direct Scat
chard plot will be curved downwards with the opposite influ
ence on K. In this case, the Scatchard plot may show even a 
maximum in A0,, and the corresponding plot of the experi
mentally determined shifts A0,- vs. [D0], will show a maximum 
in A0, simultaneously (see Figure 4). Obviously, the best ref
erence substance would be an internal reference with the same 
A2 as that of the investigated acceptor nucleus. 
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(3) It ought to be possible to obtain the correct K value in 
the case of a curved Scatchard plot simply by adding a linear 
term ax[Do]j to the experimental Ao,- and varying ax until a 
linear (or the most linear) Scatchard plot is obtained (then ax 
= a2). 

(4) If «i > 0, the complex shift AAD will be found too large: 
AAD + a i/K instead of AAD- Independent of this statement, 
the influence of an increased or decreased value of K on the 
evaluation of AAD is obvious. 

According to the concept of AUS, a\ > a2 always should 
hold. The size of the errors in K and complex shift AAD depends 
on the relative size of AUS. For a given coefficient a\ the error 
in AAD will be large for small values of K and small for large 
values of K (compare dashed plots (3) and (4) in Figure 5). The 
equilibrium quotient K will be found markedly too small if «2 
is relatively large in comparison to the shifts Ao,- (compare plots 
(1), (2), and (3) in Figure 5). Asa logical consequence of the 
fundamental concept of AUS, the values of a\ and a2 must 
depend on the intramolecular geometric position of the ob
served nucleus in the acceptor molecule, at least as far as only 
geometrical factors determine the relevant features of the 
unsuccessful collisions, i.e., frequency of collisions, duration 
of contact, nearest intermolecular distance, and intermolecular 
orientation. If the nucleus is not much influenced by the ad
ditional anisotropic shielding during the "unsuccessful" col
lisions, i.e., if the nucleus is situated near the center of the ac
ceptor molecule, then the error in K will be small and even 
negligible, because a\ and a2 will be small. If the observed 
nuclei are situated in the very periphery of the acceptor mol
ecule or if they even are jutting out from the molecular contour, 
as will be the case with a methyl group, a\ and a2 will be large 
and K may be found markedly too small. On the other hand, 
a2 as the AUS coefficient of the complexed acceptor must 
decrease when the size of the molecular plane of the donor 
becomes larger, thereby preventing more and more the access 
of donor molecules in unsuccessful collisions, at least the access 
near enough to exert a marked influence on the complexed 
acceptor. In other words, the error in K will be smaller for the 
same acceptor if a donor with a bigger molecular size is used. 

It seems necessary to emphasize that the error in K and the 
degree of curvature of the Scatchard plot (if referred to the 
above defined ideal reference) depend on the relative size of 
the product 02[Do]1- compared with Ao,-. For a given a2 this 
error will be greater the smaller K is. Further, one ought to 
keep in mind that a slight curvature may be hidden in the plot 
by scattering of the experimental points and by a too short 
range of saturation fraction.3 The high sensitivity to scattering 
of experimental data requires high precision and a sufficient 
number of experimental data when the proposed procedure for 
linearizing the Scatchard plot is applied. 

Usually, the errors which are introduced by using [Do],- in 
place of [D],- (i.e., the usual approximation) in the modified 
Scatchard equation will be smaller than the errors caused by 
AUS. They may be eliminated by an iterative procedure sim
ilar to that described earlier.23 

Literature examples for a nuclear dependence of K are found 
easily. To our knowledge, all published methyl-nonmethyl 
cases show a smaller figure for K derived from the methyl 
signal (the largest deviations differ by a factor of about '/•> from 
the respective nonmethyl Â ). On the other hand, it is not so 
easy to find curved Scatchard plots in the literature, since 
normally the original experimental data (concentrations and 
shifts) are not published (which we recommend strongly to do) 
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Figure 5. Theoretical Scatchard plots showing the influence of different 
values of £ and AAD, respectively. Parameters: a\=l Hz-L/mol; ai = 
5 Hz-L/mol («2 = 0 for the dashed plots). From top to bottom: (1) K = 
2 L/mol, AAD.OO = 60 Hz; (2) K = 2 L/mol, AAD.OO = 40 Hz; (3) K = 2 
L/mol, AAD.OO = 8 Hz; (4) K = 1 L/mol; AAD.OO = 8 Hz. Plot (4) is 
identical with plot (2) of Figure 3. 

and most researchers hesitate to consider a curved Scatchard 
plot as a correct experimental result. But first tests of the theory 
with our own experimental results show indeed that linearizing 
curved Scatchard plots can lead to much better consistency 
within the investigated system. 

We assume that similar considerations ought to be applied 
to nonaromatic complexing agents, although the actual effect 
on the evaluated parameters may be much smaller. 

The terms acceptor and donor have been used for conve
nience. Of course, we may exchange A and D, if the actual 
experiments require this. 
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